
3. Making the base of the eye

• Take a piece of thick card and in the middle, draw a circle exactly the same size 
as the “10 years’ time” drawing. 
• Allowing room around the circle, draw the shape of an eye

Later on, the picture will be stuck in the centre 

of the eye, so there needs to be room for it.

• Cut the eye shape out, and paint with white 
acrylic
• When it’s dry, add eyelashes, by gluing small 
strips of black paper around the edge of the eye
• Then cut out finished “10 years’ time” drawing 
and stick in the centre of the eye. 

What Do You See?
Year 4 pupils thought about different types of 
symbolic portraits, with particular reference to 
Ben Uri artist, Michael Rothenstein’s The Love 

Machine and Renee Magritte’s False Mirror. 

Both these pieces feature larger than life eyes, 
with images inside them. The children used their 
imaginations to draw what they wanted to see in 
front of them in ten years’ time and created their 
own oversized eyes, which would contain the 
pictures. 

They used a variety of materials, including 
watercolours, fine liners, acrylic paints and black 
paper to produce their future-gazing eyes. 

1) Making sketches of “the future”

• Take a large piece of scrap paper and draw three circles onto it (about 
15cm diameter)
• Draw in circle #1: “What will I see in one hour’s time?”
• Draw in circle #2: “What will I see in two weeks’ time?”
• Draw in circle #3: “What will I see in ten years’ time?”

 Remember - the children are drawing what they can see, so they won’t be in the 

picture!
2) Making the neat version of “10 years’ time”

• On a piece of A4 cartridge paper, draw another 15cm diameter circle. 
• Neatly, redraw the “10 years” image
• Using watercolours and a very thin paint brush, add colour to the drawing

If pupils have not made detailed paintings before, try out the watercolours on scrap paper 

beforehand, reminding them to use a minimal amount of water so that the paint doesn’t run.

• When it’s completely dry, outline in black fine liner, to make the colours stand out.

The work on this page was created by Year 4 at 

St Mary Magdalene’s CofE School in Little Venice, London. 

‘The Love Machine’ by Michael Rothenstein


